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UFR Sciences Humaines et Sociales (SHS)

 

FIELD Sciences Humaines et Sociales
Course suitable for

     Initial Education     

     Continuing Education     

     Recognition of prior learning     

. How to apply :

L3 : Etudiants français et UE : dépôt de dossier via application
candidatures sur le site de l’UPEM Etudiants hors UE : Campus
France selon pays d’origine.

. Course venue :

Bois-de-l'Etang Bâtiment C, Cité Descartes, 77454 Champs-sur-
Marne Cedex

. Calendar :

The first semester covers the period from end September to end-
of-year (Xmas) holidays. The first three weeks are devoted to first-
semester exams, to juries and to enrolment for the second
semester.

The second semester begins end January and lasts until mid-
June, which includes the second-semester exam period and
juries. Placement is possible.

. Contacts :
- Coordinator of the degree program : BRUNET Philippe
(L1-L2-L3)
- Academic coordinator : DENIS Jean-Michel  (L3)
- Academic secretary : LEVY Stephanie
Phone number : 01 60 95 70 74
Email : Stephanie.Levy@u-pem.fr

For further details :
Information, Career guidance and Professional integration
Department
(SIO-IP) : sio@u-pem.fr / +33 1 60 95 76 76  

BACHELOR SOCIOLOGY
Métiers des politiques

sociales et
environnementales

       BACHELOR L3     
 

       ENTRY REQUIREMENTS       

L3 (3rd year):

French and EU students: submit application via applications app on the UPEM
website.

Non-EU students: Campus France according to the country of origin.

       ACQUIRED SKILLS       

Students on this pathway tend to pursue studies with a social or
environmental Master's (and professions). They consolidate their sociology
knowledge and conduct collective and individual surveys. They enhance their
writing, synthesizing and analysing abilities.

       YOUR FUTURE CAREER      

Students on this pathway tend to pursue studies with a Master's related to
social policies (social intervention, prevention, etc.), environmental policies or
risk management. They may also pursue studies with a MACOR, COM or any
other SHS Master's.

       BENEFITS OF THE PROGRAM      

Some subjects are shared with students from the history pathway and
students from the geography pathway.
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STUDY PROGRAM

Semester 5

BASIC SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE 
LS51 Fundamentals    Sociology of modernity -    Quantitative methods - 
LS52 Supplementary studies    Environment and risks -    Sociology of
the State and institutions -    Sociology of culture -  

INTERDISCIPLINARY SKILLS
LS53 Modern language 1+ 2 options    Modern language 1: English 3 - 
Choose 1 option    Modern language 2: German 3 -    Modern language 2:
Spanish 3 -    Modern language 2: Other language 3 -    Pre-
professionalisation -    Cross-curricular learning - 
Choose thesis or internship    thesis workshop -    supervised internship
- 

Semester 6

BASIC SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE 
LS61    Economic sociology -    Social policies - 
LS62 Specialisations (3 options) 
Choose 2 options    Sociology of human resources -    Sociology of urban
mobilization -    Political sociology -    Science and technology issues -   
Companies and mobility -    Sociology of education -    Tutored project - 
Choose a second modern language or cross-curricular subject   
Modern language 2: German 4 -    Modern language 2: Spanish 4 -    Modern
language 2: Other language 4 -    Cross-curricular learning -  

INTERDISCIPLINARY SKILLS
LS63 Modern language 1+ 1 option    Modern language 1: English 4 - 
Choose thesis or internship    Thesis -    Supervised internship - 
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